Cleric (Arcana)

20

Acolyte

CLASS & LEVEL

BACKGROUND

PLAYER NAME

ALIGNMENT

EXPERIENCE POINTS

Human

355000

RACE

CHARACTER NAME

INSPIRATION

STRENGTH

9

18
+6

ARMOR
CLASS

PROFICIENCY BONUS

+7

30

INITIATIVE

SPEED

I quote sacred texts and proverbs in almost
every situation.
I've enjoyed fine food, drink, and high society
among my temple’s elite. Rough living grates on
me.
PERSONALITY TRAITS

-1
DEXTERITY

16
+3

-1

Strength

●

+9

Dexterity

●

+8

Constitution

+2

Intelligence

●

+11

Wisdom

●

+6

Charisma

CONSTITUTION

Hit Point Maximum 143

143

.
CURRENT HIT POINTS

TEMPORARY HIT POINTS

14
●

INTELLIGENCE

14
+2

●
●

+2

Acrobatics (Dex)

+5

Animal Handling (Wis)

+8

Arcana (Int)

-1

Athletics (Str)

0

Deception (Cha)

+8

History (Int)

+11

Intimidation (Cha)

WISDOM

Investigation (Int)

20

+5

Medicine (Wis)

+2

Nature (Int)

+5

Perception (Wis)

11
0

20

NAME

0

Performance (Cha)

●

+6

Persuasion (Cha)

●

+8

Religion (Int)

+2

Sleight of Hand (Dex)

+2

Stealth (Dex)

+5

Survival (Wis)

BONDS

I put too much trust in those who wield
power within my temple’s hierarchy.

DEATH SAVES

FLAWS

ATK BONUS DAMAGE/TYPE

+5

1d6 -1 B

light crossbow

+9

1d6 +3 P

spells

+11

various

Light Crossbow: 80/320 range
Bolts: x20

Human Traits:
ASI: +1 to all abilities
Speed: 30 ft
Cleric Class Features:
1st lvl: Spellcasting
- cantrips: know 5 cantrips from cleric list
- prepare WIS mod + cleric lvl in spells
- know spells as per chart on pg 57 of PHB
- DC = 8 + prof. bonus + WIS mod
- ritual casting
- spellcasting focus: can use holy symbol
1st lvl: Divine Domain (Arcana)
- domain spells: once you gain these you have them
always prepared and they do not count against
number you can prepare each day.
1st lvl: Arcane initiate:
- prof. in arcana skill
- gain 2 cantrips from wizard spell list, these count
as cleric cantrips for you

ATTACKS & SPELLCASTING

PASSIVE WISDOM (PERCEPTION)

Background Equipment:
holy symbol
prayer book
5 sticks of incense
vestments
common clothes
pouch

CP

Languages: common & 1 additional

SP

Class Proficiencies:
Armor: light & medium armor & shields
Weapons: simple weapons
Skills: history & persuasion

EP

Acolyte Background Proficiencies:
Skills: insight & religion
Languages: 2 additional languages
Feature: Shelter of the Faith
OTHER PROFICIENCIES & LANGUAGES

FAILURES

mace

SKILLS

15

SUCCESSES

1d8 (5) + 2

Insight (Wis)

0

CHARISMA

Total

HIT DICE

+2

+5

IDEALS

I seek to preserve a sacred text that my
enemies consider heretical and seek to
destroy.

SAVING THROWS

+2

Aspiration. I seek to prove myself worthy of my god’s
favor by matching my actions against his or her
teachings. (Any)

GP

PP

15

Class Equipment:
mace
scale mail
light crossbow
bolts x20
shield (holy symbol)
explorer's pack: backpack, bedroll,
mess kit, 10 torches, 10 days of
rations, waterskin, 50 ft of hempen
rope

2nd lvl: Channel Divinity:
- 3 use per short or long rest
- if it requires a DC check, use cleric spell DC
Channel Divinity: (Turn Undead) - as action, present
holy symbol, each undead within 30 that can see or
hear you makes a WIS saving throw. If fail it is
turned for 1 minute or until it takes damage.
- turned creature must spend his turn moving away
from you, for its action can only use the Dash action,
if it cant move uses Dodge action
- Channel Divinity: (Arcane Abjuration) - as action,
present holy symbol, 1 celestial, fey or fiend within
30 that can see or hear you makes a WIS saving
throw. If fail it is turned for 1 minute or until it takes
damage.
- turned creature must spend his turn moving away
from you, for its action can only use the Dash action,
if it cant move uses Dodge action
4th lvl: ASI +2 to WIS

EQUIPMENT
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FEATURES & TRAITS

24

CHARACTER NAME

5' - 11"

165

AGE

HEIGHT

WEIGHT

EYES

SKIN

HAIR

NAME

SYMBOL

CHARACTER APPEARANCE

ALLIES & ORGANIZATIONS

5th lvl: Destroy Undead: - if undead fails save vs Turn Undead, CR 4 or lower are destroyed
Arcane Banishment: - if celestial, fey or fiend fails save vs Arcane Abjuration, CR 4 or lower are banished for
1 minute (see banishment spell)
6th lvl: Spell Breaker: - when you restore hit points to an ally, you can end one spell of your choice on that
creature. The spell that you end must be equal or lower than the spell you cast to heal.
8th lvl: ASI +2 to WIS
8th lvl: Potent Spellcaster: add WIS mod to damage on any cleric cantrip
10th lvl: Divine Intervention: - use action to get your divine intervention. Roll percentile if equal to or lower your
god intervenes. DM chooses the nature of intervention. 1 use per 7 days if success or long rest if he does not.
12th lvl: ASI: Feat: Resilient (CON): +1 to CON and prof. in CON saves.
16th lvl: ASI Feat: Alert : gain +5 to initiative / can't be surprises while conscious / other creature's don't gain
surprise on you if they are hidden from you
17th lvl: Arcane Mastery: choose 4 spells from wizard list, 1 from 6th, 7th, 8th and 9th level, they act like
domain spells and count as cleric spells for you
19th lvl: ASI: Feat: Resilient (DEX): +1 to DEX and prof. in DEX saves
20th lvl: Divine Intervention Improvement: your call is automatically succeeds, no roll required

ADDITIONAL FEATURES & TRAITS

CHARACTER BACKSTORY

TREASURE
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Cleric
SPELLCASTING
CLASS

0

3

CANTRIPS

know 5 cleric and 2 wizard cantrips

●

WIS

19

+11

SPELLCASTING
ABILITY

SPELL SAVE DC

SPELL ATTACK
BONUS

6

3

dispel magic & magic circle (domain)

●

2

heal

resistance (cleric)

daylight

planar ally

guidance (cleric)

glyph of warding

true seeing

light (cleric)
mending (cleric)

●

revivify

●

tongues

contingency (wizard)

spare the dying (cleric)
prestidigitation (wizard)
ray of frost (wizard)
SPELL
LEVEL

SLOTS TOTAL

1

4

EPAR

PR

7
SPELL NAME

ED

●

SLOTS EXPENDED

●

detect magic & magic missile (domain)

2

divine word
plane shift

4

bless

fire storm

3

cure wounds

SPELLS KNOWN

●

healing word

●

●

shield of faith

arcane eye & leomund's secret chest (domain)

simulacrum (wizard)

banishment

sanctuary
●

divination

●

guardian of faith

8
●

1

antimagic field
holy aura

2

3

●

magic weapon & nystul's magic aura (domain)

●

aid

dominate monster (wizard)

5

hold person
●

3

prayer of healing
spiritual weapon

●

9

planar binding & teleportation circle (domain)

1

flame strike

greater restoration
●

mass cure wounds

gate
●

mass heal

scrying
foresight (wizard)
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